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The fourth week of our summer
session was absolutely magical! The
Eagles learned all about the most
magical company on earth during
Disney Quest, some of the older
learners got a taste of the stress of
adulthood with Personal Finance
Quest, and we had yet another
fantastic beach day! The highlight
of the week, though, was our
graduation and Celebration of
Heroes at our End of Year Party on
Wednesday. We reflected on all of
the hard work each and every Eagle
showed throughout the year and
celebrated their accomplishments.
Also, one of our middle schoolers
and one of our launchpadders
graduated! Congratulations to
everyone for a year's worth of hard
work, none of us can wait to see
where the next steps of their heroes'
journeys will take them.

'riding' coasters at the most magical place on earth!

relaxing at the beach and catching some rays

sitting poolside at our Celebration of Heroes

DISNEY QUEST
The Eagles voted for it and received a
magical mini-quest that explored many
different elements of everything Disney!
Every day of Quest we got into the
Disney spirit by watching a couple of
Mickey Mouse shorts from Disney+ and
discussing a new Disney topic each day.
Monday was spent exploring character
creation and design in 2D and 3D. The
Eagles did a great job recreating some
iconic characters!
On Tuesday, we explored all the
different companies that Disney owns
and dove head first into everything
National Geographic! Also, we ventured
into the world of old-school, pen-andpaper animation and did a million
Disney trivia questions.
Both Wednesday and Thursday were
spent immersing ourselves in Disney
with iconic movies! The Eagles elected
to watch Enchanted and the animated
version of Mulan, plus, we explored some
of the Disney parks with simulations of
their most popular rides and coasters!
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growing rainbows!

each of the Eagles was honored with a
unique elephant figurine to represent
their contributions to our community
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